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Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Numerically rank the photographs in  
order of importance with #1 being the 
most important and #2 being less  
important, etc.

Present the photographs to your professional  
memorial counselor,  select the memorial size  
and inscription desired, and submit the order  
to Matthews Bronze for processing. 

Your professional 
memorial counselor 
will provide you with  
a layout proof for  
your approval prior  
to actually casting 
the bronze memorial.

Your Lasting Memories™ bronze  
memorial will be delivered.

Step 1
Review and select your favorite and 
most meaningful family photographs.
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Lasting Memories™ Designs
Lasting Memories™ Designs are  
ideal for those who wish to express  
their religious devotion or patriotism.   
Distinctive backgrounds depict  
Biblical images and figures  
symbolic of national pride.

Our Lady of the Rosary Companion   
44˝ x 14˝ with vase

Lasting Memories™ Portraits

Lasting Memories™
Portrait

Lasting Memories™ Montage Memorials
It is often said that “every picture tells a 

story.” When you include favorite  
photographs on a memorial, you create a  
pictorial legacy for future generations to 
learn about their past.

Matthews International Corporation, the 
world’s leading manufacturer of memorial 

products since 1850, perfected a 
new process that combines the  
art of casting with the use of  
photography to reproduce  
finely-detailed photo images on 
cast bronze memorials. These  
memorials are offered in a large 
selection of sizes in a beautiful 
antique bronze finish. Lasting 
Memories™ memorials are  
finished with Matthews’  

exclusive Diamond Shield® Protective Coating to  
preserve the bronze.

Lasting Memories™ Montage, Designs and Portraits  
allow you to covey the story of a lifetime in the warmth 
and beauty in bronze.

Angelic Companion  44˝ x 14˝ with vase

For those who prefer a simple tribute, a single Lasting Memories™ 
Portrait can be added to an individual memorial or two  
separate Portraits can be included on companion memorials.   
The Lasting Memories™ process provides a high level  
of detail to capture the true personality of the  
individual being memorialized.

Lasting Memories™ Portrait on a Crowncrest Floral 44˝ x 14˝ with vase

How do you 
want to tell  
your story? by

Lasting Memories™ Montage memorials allow you to  
transform treasured photographs into meaningful  
memorialization. These memorials are offered in a large 
selection of sizes in a beautiful, antique bronze finish.  

Individual and companion styles are available with and  
without vases.

Simply select your favorite photographs and skilled artists 
will create a pictorial biography showcasing the people and  
activities that are an important part of your life.

Patriotic Individual 24˝ x 14˝

Lasting Memories™ is a registered trademark of  
Matthews International Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA.


